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Abstract

Transdermal delivery systems have been intensively studied over the past 2 decades, with the focus on overcoming
the skin barrier for more effective application of pharmaceutical and cosmetic products. Although the
cosmeceutical industry has made a substantial progress in the development and incorporation of new and effective
actives in their products, the barrier function of the skin remains a limiting factor in the penetration and absorption
of these actives. Enhancement via modification of the stratum corneum by hydration, acting of chemical enhancers
on the structure of stratum corneum lipids, and partitioning and solubility effects are described. This review
summarizes the advances in the development and mechanisms of action of chemical components that act as
permeation enhancers, as well as the advances in appropriate vehicles, such as gels, emulsions, and vesicular
delivery systems, that can be used for effective transdermal delivery.
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Background
For thousands of years, people have applied various sub-
stances on their skin to obtain therapeutic effects, and in
the modern era, various topical formulations have been
developed to enhance the skin appearance and treat
various conditions (Benson 2005). Currently, with the in-
creased consumer interest in healthy-looking skin, there
is an increasing demand for products that supply mul-
tiple benefits with minimal effort. Modern consumers
expect latest technological advances with innovative for-
mulations that contain various proven actives (Patravale
and Mandawgade 2008). As a result, formulations that
promote skin permeability by actives are driving new
product development in the cosmetic industry.
Following the placement of a therapeutic formulation

on the skin, the actives are required to penetrate
through the stratum corneum (SC) into the viable tissue.
To understand the transdermal delivery of actives within
the skin structure, some understanding of skin phy-
siology and the factors affecting transdermal delivery are
required. For effective delivery of beneficial ingredients

into the skin cells, the barrier function of the skin must
be selectively overcome. The most common and con-
venient method for overcoming this barrier function is
the use of additives such as chemical enhancers. These
compounds can “piggyback” the actives into the SC or
make changes in the SC structure that increase its
permeability to the actives. To date, most research on
chemical penetration enhancers has studied their
addition to formulations to influence the permeability of
various active compounds (Moore and Rerek 2000).
In this review, the effects and mechanisms of several

chemical enhancers are discussed, and we summarize
the trends in the development of appropriate formula-
tions for enhancing the permeation of active ingredients
into the skin. To better understand the potential of
permeation enhancers in skin delivery systems, we will
first introduce the general issues concerning transdermal
permeation.

SC, the main barrier of the skin
The skin primarily comprises the three layers: epidermis,
dermis, and subcutaneous tissue. The epidermis contains
five different cell strata. The SC, which is the outermost
“horny” layer of the epidermis, typically comprises 10–
15 histologically distinguishable layers of corneocytes
that are each ~ 1 μm in thickness (Scheuplein 1967; Katz
and Poulsen 1971; Anderson and Cassidy 1973;
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Holbrook and Odland 1974). The corneocytes are flat-
tened, densely packed, and metabolically inactive cells
that form a waterproof barrier. The cell membranes are
so tightly joined that there is hardly any intercellular
space through which polar non-electrolyte molecules
and ions can diffuse (Hsieh 1994; Fox et al. 2011).
The SC has, therefore, been described as a brick wall-

like structure with the keratin-rich corneocytes being
the “bricks” and the intercellular lipid matrix being the
“mortar” (Michaels et al. 1975). During epidermal differ-
entiation to form the SC, the lipid composition changes
from polar to neutral in nature. As a result, the bulk of
the SC lipids are neutral (60–80%), with sphingolipids
(15–35%) and a small number of polar lipids comprising
the rest (Lampe et al. 1983). These lipids exist in a con-
tinuous lipid phase that occupies about 20% of the SC
volume and is arranged in multiple lamellar structures.
A remarkable feature of the SC is the lack of phospho-
lipids and the preponderance of ceramides (41%), chol-
esterol (27%), and cholesteryl esters (10%) together with
fatty acids (9%) and cholesteryl sulfate (1.9%) (Wertz
and Schwartzendruber, 1989). Both saturated and unsat-
urated fatty chains form part of the neutral lipid species,
with unsaturated chains predominating in the SC except
for the free fatty acid fraction (Barry 1987). In the initial
layers of the SC, these components are arranged to form
broad intercellular lipid lamellae, which then associate
into lipid bilayers, with the hydrocarbon chains aligned
and the polar head groups dissolved in an aqueous layer
(Mathur et al. 2010). The hydrocarbon chains are
arranged into regions of crystalline, lamellar gel, and
lamellar liquid crystal phases, thereby creating various
domains within the lipid bilayers (Bouwstra et al. 1991).

Routes of permeation into the SC
There are three possible pathways for epidermal pene-
tration of active compounds (Ghaffarian and Muro
2013). These are appendageal (intercellular) penetration
through the hair follicle or via the sebaceous and/or
sweat glands, and transcellular (intracellular) permeation
through the corneocytes and intercellular lipid matrix.
The latter route allows a straight path through the SC
into the lower levels of the epidermis, and finally, the
dermis below. It is generally accepted that because the
appendages (hair follicles and glands) comprise only a
fractional area (e.g., ~ 0.1% of the forearm skin (Otberg
et al. 2004)) for permeation, their contribution to epider-
mal permeation is usually small (Scheuplein 1967). This
implies that the transcellular route comprises the main
transepidermal pathway.
A molecule traversing via the transcellular route must

partition into and diffuse through the corneocytes, but to
move between corneocytes, the molecule must also parti-
tion into and diffuse through the estimated 4–20 lipid

lamellae between each of these cells (Elias et al. 1983).
The transcellular route, therefore, requires the negotiation
of multiple hydrophilic and hydrophobic domains (Fig. 1).
Thus, the intercellular lipid matrix plays a major role

in the barrier function of the SC. As a result, the major-
ity of research aimed at optimizing the permeation of
the skin by actives has focused on the contribution of
lipids to barrier function, manipulation of the solubility
of the lipid domain, and alteration of the ordered
structure of the SC.

Factors affecting the efficiency of transdermal
delivery systems
Barry (1983) suggested that factors affecting the drug
permeation rate through the SC can be represented by
the following steady-state flux equation:

dm
dt

¼ DC0K
h

where C0 is the constant donor drug concentration, K
is the partition coefficient of a solute between the
membrane and the bathing solution, D is the diffusion
coefficient, and h is the membrane thickness.
Thus, effective penetration enhancers can increase

transdermal drug delivery by (Alexander et al. 2012) in-
creasing the diffusion coefficient of the drug in the SC,
(Anderson and Cassidy 1973) increasing the drug concen-
tration in the vehicle, (Anton and Vandamme 2011) im-
proving the partitioning between the drug formulation
and the SC, and (Aqil et al. 2007) decreasing the skin
thickness, which is least likely (Williams and Barry, 2004).
There are several factors influencing the suitability of

an agent for incorporation in a transdermal delivery
system (TDS) (Pathan and Setty 2009). These include
adequate solubility in oil and water such that the mem-
brane concentration gradient would be high, potency of
the actives (dose < 50 mg/day or ideally, < 10 mg/day),
low molecular weight (< 500 Daltons), high lipophilicity
(logP in the range of 1–3), a low melting point (< 200 °C),
and two or less hydrogen-bonding groups.
Variables that can account for the observed differences

in transdermal permeation between individuals as well
as between sites on the same individual include varia-
tions in the skin structure, thickness, lipid content,
perfusion rate into the dermis, and enzyme activity
(Thomas and Finnin 2004). Variability in dosing has also
been observed between different skin types, skin temper-
atures, states of the skin (normal, abraded, or diseased),
areas of application, contact times, degrees of skin
hydration, and pretreatments of the skin (Roskos et al.
1989; Reed et al. 1995; Alexander et al. 2012).
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Chemical enhancers
To facilitate the passage of molecules through the SC,
transdermal permeation enhancers have been extensively
studied. To date, more than 350 chemicals have been
demonstrated to enhance skin permeability (Karande
et al. 2005), including terpenes, sulfoxides, laurocapram,
pyrrolidones, fatty acids, fatty alcohols, alcohols such as

glycol, surfactants, and urea (Chen et al. 2014). These
compound classes are very different with respect to their
chemical and physical properties and are therefore
expected to influence the molecular properties of the SC
in various ways (Williams and Barry 2012).
Chemical enhancers are already included in a large

number of dermatological, transdermal, and cosmetic

Fig. 1 Diagram of the brick and mortar model of stratum corneum with a simplified lamellar organization of intercellular domains showing the
major stratum corneum lipids. Further shown are the possible actives permeation pathways through intact stratum corneum (adapted from Elias
1981 and Barry 1991)
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products to help enhance the dermal absorption of lipo-
philic and hydrophilic active ingredients (Yang et al.
2011). Chemical enhancers that aid the absorption of
co-administered moieties are believed to improve the
solubility of actives within the SC or increase the fluidity
of the intercellular lipid bilayers (Walker and Smith
1996). These compounds are proposed to act via one or
more of three potential mechanisms according to the
lipid-protein-partitioning theory; enhancers can act by
altering skin lipids and/or proteins and/or by affecting
partitioning behavior (Barry 1991). On the other hand,
Ogiso and Tanino (2000) suggested four possible mecha-
nisms for the effect of enhancers: (Alexander et al. 2012)
an increase in the fluidity of the SC lipids and concomi-
tant reduction in the diffusional resistance to permeants,
(Anderson and Cassidy 1973) the removal of intercellu-
lar lipids and dilation between adherent cornified cells,
(Anton and Vandamme 2011) an increase in the
thermodynamic activity of drugs in vehicles, and (Aqil
et al. 2007) the exfoliation of SC cell membranes, which
leads to the dissociation of adherent cornified cells and
elimination of the barrier function.
Generally, enhancers that alter the polar pathway of

permeation cause protein conformational changes or
solvent swelling, whereas fatty acid enhancers increase
the fluidity of the lipid portion of the SC. Some
enhancers act on both the polar and non-polar pathways
by altering the multilaminate pathway for penetration
(Kanikkannan et al. 2000). The various chemical enhancers
known to facilitate the skin penetration of cosmetic
ingredients are discussed below.

Water (hydration)
Water is the safest and most common penetration en-
hancer used for transporting pharmaceutical and cos-
metic formulations into the skin (Mckenzie and
Stoughton 1962). Hydrating the skin or using moistu-
rizers is the easiest way for effective delivery of
hydrophilic molecules (Trommer and Neubert 2006).
Furthermore, water molecules act on inter- and intracel-
lular pathways to enhance the permeation of hydrophilic
and lipophilic drugs (Barry 1987). Water, owing to its
polar nature, likely interacts with the polar head groups
of the lipid bilayer, thereby disrupting lipid packing on
the polar plane (Barry 1987). Therefore, under hydrated
conditions, a small fraction of the SC lipid and protein
components becomes fluid, which can be further
enhanced by the addition of small foreign compounds.
Increased fluidity leads to higher permeability of polar
and apolar compounds (Pham et al. 2016).
Compounds such as glycerol and urea are constituents of

the so-called natural moisturizing factor within the corneo-
cytes. Urea promotes transdermal permeation by facilitating
hydration of the SC and by forming hydrophilic diffusion

channels within the barrier (Wong et al. 1989). Urea and
glycerol are polar compounds that are not expected to par-
tition into the hydrophobic regions of the lipids, but rather
locate in the aqueous regions between the lipid lamellae as
well as inside the corneocytes. Urea and glycerol have also
been shown to have the strongest fluidizing effect on the
terminal segments of the cornoedesmosomes (the protein
“rivets” that hold the corneocytes together) among all com-
pounds investigated (Pham et al. 2016).

Alcohols
Alcohols act via a number of mechanisms to influence
transdermal penetration. Solvents such as ethanol and
propylene glycol are frequently used as enhancing ve-
hicles—they are not only penetration enhancers but also
have good solvating power and are thus frequently used
as co-solvents (Sugibayashi et al. 1992).
Ethanol is the most commonly used alcohol as a trans-

dermal penetration enhancer. Ethanol has been sug-
gested to induce modifications of the polar head region
of the lipid bilayer (Ghanem et al. 1992). It penetrates
the intercellular lipid matrix and increases its fluidity,
the latter resulting in decreased density of the lipid la-
mellae (Verma and Pathak 2010). Ethanol pretreatment
of the skin usually increases the permeation of hydro-
philic compounds, while decreasing that of hydrophobic
compounds (Sugibayashi et al. 1992).
The alkyl chain length of fatty alcohols (or alkanols) is

an important parameter in the promotion of permeation
(Friend et al. 1988). Disruption of the SC integrity
through the extraction of biomolecules by the more
hydrophobic alcohols more than likely also contributes
to enhanced mass transfer through the SC.

Surfactants
Surfactants are amphiphilic molecules composed of a
lipophilic alkyl chain connected to a hydrophilic head
(Morrow et al. 2007). Surfactants are major ingredients
in skin detergents, soaps, and cleansers and are also
found in many existing therapeutic and cosmetic prepa-
rations. Usually, surfactants are added to formulations to
solubilize lipophilic active ingredients, and they, there-
fore, also have the potential to solubilize lipids within
the SC (Williams and Barry 2012). Surfactants can en-
hance skin permeability by partitioning into the epithe-
lial cell membranes and disrupting the packing of
membrane lipids, forming structural defects that reduce
membrane integrity (Swenson and Curatolo 1992).
Agents that alter cell membrane permeability in a way
that disrupts normal extracellular-intercellular ion gra-
dients may, however, be cytotoxic, since various cellular
functions depend on the maintenance of transmembrane
ion gradients (Aungst 2012).
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The effect of surfactants on skin permeation depends on
the concentration and type of surfactant. In general,
anionic surfactants are more effective than cationic and
nonionic surfactants in enhancing skin penetration by
target molecules. Some anionic surfactants interact
strongly with both keratin and lipids, whereas the cationic
surfactants interact with the skin proteins via polar inter-
actions and hydrophobic binding, which disorders SC lipid
organization. The critical micelle concentration of non-
ionic surfactants with an uncharged polar head group is
lower than that of the corresponding charged surfactants,
and partly due to this, such surfactants are generally less
irritating to the skin and are overall better tolerated than
anionic and cationic surfactants (Tharwat 2013; Som
et al., 2012).

Fatty acids
Percutaneous drug absorption can be increased by a
wide range of long-chain fatty acids, which are carbox-
ylic acids with typically long, unbranched aliphatic tails.
Several studies have demonstrated that the alkyl chain
length of fatty acids affects percutaneous drug absorp-
tion (Morimoto et al. 1996).
The low molecular weight alkanols (N ≤ 6) may act as

solubilizers which enhance the solubility of drug in the
fatty matrix of the SC. The effectiveness of fatty acid
esters in enhancing the skin permeation of a drug also
depends upon the alkyl chain of the fatty acid itself. An
increase in the number of CH2 groups, from methyl to
propyl, in the esters of myristic acid were shown to yield
a proportional increase in the skin permeation rate of a
test drug, whereas a slight decrease in skin permeation
was observed as the alkyl chain length in the esters of
capric acid was increased (Chien et al. 1988).
Polyunsaturated fatty acids, such as linoleic, alpha-

linolenic, and arachidonic acids, enhance the skin perme-
ation to a greater degree than monounsaturated fatty
acids. Indeed, unsaturated fatty acids are more effective in
enhancing the percutaneous absorption of drugs than
their saturated counterparts (Chi et al. 1995; Kanikkannan
and Babu 2015). Fatty acid enhancers interact with and
modify the lipid domains of the SC, as would be expected
for a long-chain fatty acid with a cis-configuration
(Williams and Barry 2012).
Oleic acid is very commonly used as a chemical pene-

tration enhancer and its mechanism of action has been
well described in the literature as fluidization or delipidi-
zation of the SC. The increased fluidity creates perme-
able pores that eventually result in reduced resistance
toward the permeation of polar molecules. Structurally,
oleic acid consists of an 18-carbon alkyl chain and a
polar head group, and it has been reported to be more
effective for hydrophilic permeants (Puri et al. 2017).

Terpenes and terpenoids
Terpenes are hydrocarbons and that comprise a large
and diverse class of organic compounds that are pro-
duced by a variety of plants. Terpenoids (sometimes
called “terpens”) are terpenes containing additional func-
tional groups that are usually O-containing groups
(McNaught and Wilkinson 1997). Terpenes and terpe-
noids included in the list of Generally Recognized As
Safe (Sapra et al. 2008) are found in essential oils widely
used as medicines and as flavoring and fragrance agents
(Williams and Barry 2012). Considerable research is now
focusing on the use of natural essential oils and their
components as potential permeation enhancers to
improve skin permeation (Fox et al. 2011).
In a study conducted by Chantasart et al. (2009) using

oxygen-containing terpenes such as menthol, thymol,
carvacrol, menthone, and cineole, the terpenes were
found to increase the permeation of lipophilic com-
pounds. The author suggested that the mechanisms of
permeation enhancement by terpenes and alcohols are
essentially the same. A review by Sapra et al. (2008)
lauded the benefits of terpenes, describing them as hav-
ing high percutaneous ability, with a reversible effect on
the SC lipids and minimal irritancy and toxicity. Their
safety profile arguably makes terpenes the most effective
class of absorption promoters for hydrophilic and lipo-
philic drugs (Aqil et al. 2007).
The activity of terpenes as penetration enhancers is

primarily related to their chemical structure and
physicochemical properties such as their lipophilicity
(Ghafourian et al. 2004), size (Williams and Barry 2012),
chirality (Monti et al. 1995), boiling point (Narishetty and
Panchagnula 2004), energy of vaporization (Ghafourian
et al. 2004), and degree of saturation (Jain et al. 2002;
Aqil et al. 2007).

Formulations
It has been recognized that the vehicle in which the per-
meant is applied to the skin has a distinct effect on the
dermal and transdermal delivery of active ingredients
(Otto et al. 2009). Cosmetic and pharmaceutical formu-
lations for topical application are multifaceted and can
range from aqueous solutions and suspensions to solid
systems (Smith et al. 2002). Many studies have been per-
formed to investigate the effect of various formulations
such as gels, microemulsions, nanoemulsions, multiple
emulsions, and liquid crystals on transdermal delivery.
The type of formulation, the droplet size, the emollient,
and the emulsifier, as well as the surfactant organization
in the emulsion, may all affect the transdermal absorp-
tion of formulations. Some of the most widely used for-
mulations for TDS such as gels, emulsions, and vesicular
delivery systems are discussed below.
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Gels
Gels are semisolid formulations that usually consist of
two components: a liquid component that acts as a sol-
vent and a solid component (mostly termed a “gelator”)
that acts as a gelling agent. Gels are exceptional mate-
rials that are both rigid and elastic in nature and have a
broad range of applications in cosmetics, medicines, and
the food industry (Wichterle and Lím 1960; Dastidar
2008). Gels hydrate the skin by retaining a significant
amount of water, thereby permitting greater dissolution
of actives and facilitating their transepidermal migration
(Rehman and Zulfakar 2014).

Hydrogels
Hydrogels are three-dimensional hydrophilic polymeric
networks, which have the ability to absorb large quantities
of water or biological fluids (Brannon-Peppas 1990;
Peppas et al. 2000). They consist of an aqueous dispersion
medium that is gelled with a suitable hydrophilic agent.
Many therapeutic agents are loaded in hydrogels for the
purpose of efficient wound healing (Choi et al. 2013).

Organogels
Organogels are a class of gel composed of a liquid
organic phase within a three-dimensional cross-linked
network that contains oil or non-polar liquids as a
dispersion medium. Many typical organogel components
are known to be permeation enhancers, and organogels
are thought to act by creating partitions in the lipid
bilayers of the SC (Vintiloiu and Leroux 2008).

Bigels
Bigels are biphasic systems produced by mixing an orga-
nogel and a hydrogel together at high shear rates (Lupi
et al. 2015). The key features of bigels that make them
useful for controlled drug delivery are their ability to de-
liver both hydrophilic and lipophilic active agents across
the SC (Shakeel et al. 2018). Bigels are also easy to prepare
and have a good stability. Their enhancement of skin
hydration results in cooling and moisturizing effects.

Emulgels
The presence of a gelling agent in the water phase con-
verts a classical emulsion into an emulgel (Banker 1970).
Although traditional gels have many advantages, the de-
livery of hydrophobic drugs has consistently been a point
of concern. To overcome this limitation, emulgels were
introduced. Furthermore, emulgels have the benefits of
spreadability, adhesion, viscosity, and the highest drug
release (Noor et al. 2019).
Recently, nanosuspension-based gels (also called

“nanogels”) have received considerable attention in the
development of topical applications because of their abil-
ity to enhance delivery into the skin (Shen et al. 2018).

Proniosomal gels are primarily formulated based on
either hydrogels or organogels. Organogel-based niosomal
gels have mainly been investigated as vehicles of actives
(Gonnet et al. 2010).

Emulsions
Emulsions are liquid or semisolid mixtures of lipophilic and
hydrophilic constituents that have been stabilized into a
homogeneous dispersion by a surface-active agent (Jean-
Louis 2000). Emulsions are widely used in cosmetic and
pharmaceutical formulations because of their excellent solu-
bilizing capacities for lipophilic and hydrophilic active ingre-
dients and their application acceptability (Otto et al. 2009).

Microemulsions
A microemulsion is a mixture of water, oil, and an am-
phiphile that forms an optically isotropic and thermo-
dynamically stable liquid solution (Danielsson and
Lindman 1981). Microemulsions are thermodynamically
stable and transparent (or translucent). The oil and
water dispersion is stabilized by the amphiphile, which
forms an interfacial film of surfactant molecules with a
diameter of < 100 nm (usually 10–50 nm).
Microemulsions are classified into three types: oil-in-

water, bicontinuous, and water-in-oil (Boonme 2007).
Several recent reports have detailed microemulsion for-
mulations designed for topical or transdermal applica-
tion (Lawrence and Rees 2012). Microemulsions form
spontaneously or with a very low energy input but re-
quire a greater amount of surfactant compared with
emulsions, which may lead to increased irritancy
(Montenegro et al. 2016).
Naturally occurring surfactants and oils remain an at-

tractive option, and the phase behavior and microstructure
of microemulsions based on soybean phosphatidylcholine
and triglycerides have recently been reported, although pro-
panol was used as the cosurfactant (Flanagan et al. 2006).
The preparation of non-toxic microemulsions has also been
described for mixtures of isopropyl myristate or orange oil
with lecithin (Kahlweit et al. 1995). An interesting alterna-
tive approach for the stabilization of microemulsions of
octyl monoglucoside has been to employ geraniol, a
perfume alcohol (C10H17OH), as a cosurfactant/cosolvent
(Stubenrauch et al. 1997).

Nanoemulsions
Nanoemulsions consist of very fine oil-in-water disper-
sions, with a droplet diameter in the range of 20–200
nm and narrow size distributions (Anton and
Vandamme 2011). Nanoemulsions are kinetically but
not thermodynamically stable, and their preparation re-
quires expensive, high-energy input methods as they are
formed with relatively small amounts of surfactants
(Montenegro et al. 2016). The efficacy of nanoemulsions
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is enhanced by the nature and type of surfactant and
cosurfactant used (Hussan 2011).
Because nanoemulsions are transparent and typically

very fluid, the slightest sign of destabilization is readily
apparent. The very small size of the droplets (~ 50 nm
in diameter) gives them characteristic properties that are
highly valued in cosmetics. As they are transparent, con-
sumers associate nanoemulsions with freshness, purity,
and simplicity, and they are easily absorbed by the skin
(Sonneville-Aubrun et al. 2004).
There are many similarities between the composition,

dimension, structure, and fabrication methods of nano-
emulsions and microemulsions, which have led to con-
siderable confusion in the literature about the precise
nature of the colloidal dispersion being studied (Anton
and Vandamme 2011).

Liquid crystals
Liquid crystals are an intermediate state between solid
and liquid. This is often called a mesomorphic state,
where the degree of molecular order is intermediate be-
tween that of isotropic liquids, gases, and amorphous
solids (McNaught and Wilkinson 1997). Liquid crystals
form multilayers around emulsion droplets, decreasing the
van der Waals force and increasing the viscosity, which in-
crease emulsion stability (Friberg and Solans 1986). Vari-
ous bioactive molecules such as chemical drugs, peptides,
and proteins can be solubilized in either the aqueous or
oil phase of liquid crystals for protection from hydrolysis
and oxidation (Guo et al. 2010). Several studies have dem-
onstrated how advantageous it is for formulations to form
liquid crystals because they improve the formulation in
several aspects: they increase skin hydration, which
increases formulation viscosity as a result of molecular
reorganization, and they increase the permeability and
prolong the release of actives (Iwai et al. 1998; Rodrigues
Ueoka and Pedriali 2018). A study by Otto et al. described
how emulsifiers arranged in liquid crystalline structures in
the water phase enhanced the skin penetration of active
ingredients (Otto et al. 2009).

Multiple emulsions
Multiple emulsions consist either of oil globules dis-
persed within water globules in an oily continuous phase
(o/w/o) or of water globules dispersed within oil glob-
ules in a continuous water phase (w/o/w). Multiple
emulsions, especially w/o/w systems, have shown a po-
tential applicability in controlled release systems for the
delivery of active ingredients (McClements et al. 2007).
Several studies using different active ingredients have

been performed to compare different types of emulsions
(o/w, w/o, and w/o/w) with identical composition. This
allowed the investigation of the effect of the type of emul-
sion alone without the influence of different formulation

ingredients. It was found that the level of skin uptake of
glucose and lactic acid, which are both water-soluble com-
pounds, as well as the flux of glucose across the skin,
decreased in the following order: o/w > w/o/w> w/o (Fer-
reira et al. 1995; Imlmal and Rekax 1995; Otto et al. 2009).

Vesicular delivery systems
Dermal application of cosmetic actives with properties
such as high molecular weight, hydrophilicity, polarity,
or susceptibility to enzymatic degradation remains highly
challenging. Nano-sized vesicular delivery systems used
for drug delivery are of particular interest to the cos-
metic industry for this purpose (Mu and Sprando 2010).
Liquid nano-sized systems are significantly more effect-
ive as vehicles for extremely hydrophilic agents than
classical enhancer emulsions (Sommer et al. 2018). Lipo-
somes are the most widely used vehicle in the develop-
ment and production of permeation delivery systems,
but several other vehicles have also been investigated.

Liposomes
Liposomes are well known and often used as vesicular de-
livery systems for active ingredients in cosmetics (Hougeir
and Kircik 2012). They comprise phospholipid mem-
branes arranged in a sphere and are used to encapsulate
polar and non-polar actives (Yarosh 1992). First described
by Bangham in 1965, liposomes have been prepared with
a variety of phospholipids and have been extensively stud-
ied in the pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries.
Liposomes are used in cosmetic applications or for

transdermal delivery in particular with the expectation
that their use will result in an increase in the concentra-
tion of active agents within the skin. For example, lipo-
somes encapsulating CoQ10, a powerful antioxidant,
have been shown to be beneficial to the skin. Larger
vitamins, such as vitamin E, water-soluble vitamins, fat-
soluble amino acids, and even chemically formulated
active ingredients, can also be successfully encapsulated
in liposomes to formulate various skincare products
(Soni et al. 2016).
However, although phospholipids offer the advantages

of being biodegradable and non-toxic amphiphiles, lipo-
somes have low physical and chemical stability and poor
skin permeation limits when used for topical delivery.
To increase the stability of liposomes, the concept of
proliposomes has been proposed. Proliposomes and pro-
niosomes, which are respectively converted to liposomes
and niosomes upon simple hydration, have, therefore,
been investigated for transdermal drug delivery. This ap-
proach was also extended to tranfersomes and etho-
somes, which exhibit superior stability than liposomes
(Verma and Pathak 2010). These vesicular delivery
vehicles are discussed further below.
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Ethosomes
Ethosomes are composed mainly of phospholipids
(phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylserine, and phospha-
tidic acid) and high concentrations of ethanol and water
(Fig. 2). The incorporation of ethanol in the lipid vesicles
is an alternative approach to fluidize the lipid membrane
and thus enhance drug delivery (Touitou et al. 2000).
Because of the high ethanol concentration present, the
lipid membrane of ethosomes is less tightly packed than
conventional vesicles but has equivalent stability, allow-
ing a more malleable structure and improved distribu-
tion among SC lipids (Verma and Pathak 2010). The size
of ethosome vesicles can be modulated from tens of
nanometers to microns (Touitou et al. 2000; Verma and
Fahr 2004).

Transfersomes
Transfersomes®, first proposed by Cevc et al. in 1995, are
proprietary lipid aggregations that can penetrate efficiently
through pores or other biological constrictions that would
be confining for other particulates of a comparable size.
These malleable vesicles can stretch up to 500 nm in
length to penetrate the SC barrier. This capability is due
to the self-adaptable and extremely high deformability of
the transfersome membrane (Cevc et al., 1995 and 1996).
Transfersomes and ethosomes incorporating edge acti-

vators, such as surfactants, and penetration enhancers,
such as alcohols, limonene, oleic acid, and polyols, have
been shown to influence the properties of these vesicles
and their permeation of the SC (El-Maghraby et al. 2004).

Niosomes
Niosomes are nonionic surfactant vesicles that self-
assemble from hydrated surfactant monomers and have

the capacity to deliver hydrophilic, lipophilic, and amphi-
philic substances (Handjani et al. 1989; Uchegbu and Flor-
ence 1995). Niosomes are similar to liposomes in terms of
their structure and physical properties, as they comprise
single or double alkyl chain nonionic surfactants with
cholesterol (Baillie et al. 1985). Niosomes have the ability
to modify the structure of the SC through their surfactant
properties, resulting in the layer becoming looser and
more permeable (Geusens et al. 2011).
Niosomes are an effective alternative to liposomes,

as they possess greater stability and alleviate other
disadvantages associated with liposomes, such as
variable purity of the phospholipid constituents and
high cost.
Recent advances in liposome modifications appear

to have generated increased therapeutic potential.
Alterations in their composition and structure result
in vesicles with tailored properties. For example,
marinosomes are liposomes made with natural mar-
ine lipids that have a high concentration of poly-
unsaturated fatty acids and intrinsic anti-inflammatory
properties (Cansell et al. 2007). Ultrasomes are lipo-
somes encapsulating a UV-endonuclease enzyme that
recognizes sun damage to the skin and initiates the
repair of UV-damaged DNA as well as inhibiting the
expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines (Yarosh and
Klein 1996; Patravale and Mandawgade 2008). Photo-
somes protect sun-exposed skin by releasing a light-
activated enzyme (photolyase) extracted from a
marine plant, Anacystis nidulans, which helps repair
DNA damage (Patravale and Mandawgade 2008).
Photosomes encapsulate the photolyase in liposomes
and are incorporated in sunscreen products (Decome
et al. 2005).

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the different types of lipid-based vesicular delivery systems. a Conventional liposomes generally consist of a
lipid bilayer composed of phospholipids. b Ethosomes primarily composed of phospholipids and a high concentration of ethanol. c
Transfersomes composed of edge acativators. d Niosomes consist of nonionic surfactant vesicles (adapted from after Hua 2015)
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Newer techniques
Physical enhancers
Active methods are beyond the focus of this article, but
they have been the subject of a number of recent reviews.
Physical forces such as electrical voltage (iontophoresis,
electroporation), ultrasound (sonophoresis), microneedles,
thermal ablation, magnetophoresis, photomechanical
waves, and electron beam irradiation have all been used to
overcome the skin barrier (Prausnitz and Langer 2008;
Alexander et al. 2012). Device-based approaches to
increase skin permeability or provide a driving force for
transport appear to be broadly effective at increasing the
transdermal delivery of macromolecules (Gratieri et al.
2011). Physical mechanisms generally create micron-scale
pores in the SC, enabling transport of very large molecules
(Arora et al. 2008).

Combining permeation enhancers
Potent enhancers can also be potent irritants to the skin
at concentrations necessary to induce sufficient penetra-
tion enhancement (Lashmar et al. 1989). For the suc-
cessful delivery of bioactives, scientists have worked on
several combinatorial approaches where a physical en-
hancer and a chemical enhancer are combined, such as
chemical-iontophoresis (Bhatia et al. 1997; Kalia and
Guy 1997; Pillai and Panchagnula 2003) and chemical-
ultrasound (Mitragotri et al. 2000; Seto et al. 2010),
reported the synergistic effect of this safe, effective, and
practical use of TDS (Alexander et al. 2012).
Where synergistic effects can be obtained, the combina-

torial approach has the potential for effective permeation
enhancement at lower active concentrations than separate
approaches (du Toit et al. 2016). For example, the study
by Carvalho et al. (2018) about the combination of chem-
ical enhancers incorporated a microemulsion of ethanol,
1,8-cineole, and geraniol and showed that the ethanol and
cineole causes an increase in the diffusion and partition
coefficients. Karande et al. (2004) proposed an experimen-
tal tool, in vitro skin impedance guided by high-
throughput screening, to investigate particular mixtures of
penetration enhancers for increased skin permeability to
macromolecules (~ 10 kDa), which yielded up to ~ 100-
fold enhancement without inducing skin irritation. A
combination of two or more enhancers may, therefore,
not only increase SC permeability but can also increase
the safety of the enhancers (Mitragotri 2000).

Conclusions
The cosmeceutical industry has made great progress in
the development and incorporation of new and effective
actives in their products. However, the skin, as a primary
barrier, plays a special role in protecting the living body
from cutaneous exposure to toxic chemicals (El-Kattan
et al. 2000). TDS to enhance permeation by altering

partitioning into the SC work by affecting the solubility
properties of the skin, thereby increasing the solubility
of actives within the SC (Thomas and Finnin 2004). The
search continues for an ideal enhancer that is pharmaco-
logically inactive, non-irritant, non-toxic, effective, and
cosmetically acceptable (Pfister and Hsieh 1990). Over-
coming the skin barrier in a safe and effective way still
remains a major challenge for topical applications.
This review has provided an overview of the research

to date on the design of permeation enhancers and
applicable formulations for TDS in cosmetics. The list of
materials and techniques described in this paper is
clearly not exhaustive, but it does represent the general
strategies involving chemical enhancers, their mecha-
nisms of action, and the vehicles that can facilitate
transdermal delivery for cosmetic applications. Further
studies on the mechanisms of penetration enhancement,
the metabolism of chemicals within the skin, skin tox-
icity, and the development of novel technologies and
appropriate formulations for the delivery of actives, will
all facilitate the future development of innovative
cosmetic products.
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